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Editorial CCCG 2006
The Canadian Conference on Computational Geometry (CCCG) is an annual event that attracts researchers to Canada
from around the world for an open exchange of ideas. CCCG 2006 took place at Queen’s University with an international
participation from eleven nations spanning four continents. Four outstanding contributions have been selected from the
proceedings of CCCG 2006. The original submissions have been expanded into fully developed works for this special issue
of Computational Geometry: Theory and Applications.
In Shortest descending paths through given faces by Mustaq Ahmed and Anna Lubiw shortest descending paths on polyhe-
dral terrains are studied, where a path is descending if the height along the path is non-increasing. After identifying key
properties of such paths the authors present an eﬃcient -approximation algorithm.
A polygon, P is rotationally monotone with respect to a point r if the boundary of P can be split into two chains so
that each chain can be rotated about r without intersecting the interior of P . In their paper Rotationally monotone polygons,
Stephanie Wuhrer, Prosenjit Bose, Pat Morin and Michiel Smid explore algorithms that decide whether an input polygon is
rotationally monotone. They present worst case optimal algorithms for three variations of this decision problem.
In On the degree of standard geometric predicates for line transversals in 3D, Hazel Everett, Sylvain Lazard, William Lenhart,
and Linqiao Zhang study various geometric predicates for determining the existence and categorization of conﬁgurations
of lines in 3D that are transversals to lines or line segments. The outcome of this study shows that the degree of these
procedures are very high and prone to ﬂoating point error, thus suggesting that alternatives to the standard methods of
computing these quantities may result in more robust methods.
Cutting the surface of a polyhedron along its edges so that it can be unfolded ﬂat unto a plane is known as polyhedron
unfolding. It is not known whether this can always be done to any polyhedron so that the unfolding has no overlaps. Local
overlaps in special unfoldings of convex polyhedra by Brendan Lucier examines certain classes of polyhedron unfoldings and
shows that these always result in overlaps in certain polyhedra.
We thank the authors for their submissions and careful preparation of manuscripts. Special thanks to the referees who
have provided their time and efforts for the beneﬁt of all readers of these contributions.
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